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Up to 2100 jobs would be
created during construction, which is scheduled to
begin following planning

approvals. The 17,270 square
metre facility will accommodate 2300 staff, students,
researchers and industry
partners.
"STEMM skills power
global economies into the future by underpinning emerging knowledge industries like
advanced manufacturing,"
Vice-Chancellor Alex Zelinsky said.
"These skills also drive
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‘‘

This (federal) budget is going to set out that path
to economic recovery and we are saying we (the
Committee for the Hunter) are ready to partner with
and boost the jobs growth at the speed and the scale
that this crisis calls for.

Committee for the Hunter chief executive Alice Thompson
Australia's competitive advantage in established industries like agriculture, healthcare and resources. This
investment will reinforce our
place on the research and
education world stage."

The Port of Newcastle is
also seeking federal government support for its push to
lift state government penalties imposed on container
movements at the port.
The $1.8 billion project will

generate more than 15,000
direct and indirect jobs and
contribute $2.5 billion to the
national economy.
"The Newcastle Multi-Purpose Deepwater Terminal,
to be entirely funded by
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NEWCASTLE
CONTAINER TERMINAL
Projected value: Private
investment of more than
$1.8 billion
POTENTIAL BENEFITS: The construction
alone will generate more than 15,000 direct
and indirect jobs and $2.5 billion of economic
contribution for Australia.
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"As Australia's largest regional economy, the Hunter
will help lead the nation's
economic recovery," Newcastle Airport chief executive
Peter Cock said.
"With the challenge of a
daunting economic recovery
post COVID-19 ahead of us,
this is a once-in-a-generation opportunity that we
are urging governments
to seize."
The University of Newcastle is also seeking a Commonwealth investment in
the $207 million STEMM
(Science, Technology, Engineering, Mathematics and
Medicine) Regional Trans-
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Everyone hopes their kids to be able to go to
university in Newcastle. The STEMM project
would really set our uni apart. It will create more
employment opportunities and help address
challenges within the energy, transport and
sustainability sectors.
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As Australia’s largest regional economy, the Hunter
will help lead the nation’s economic recovery.
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My business is based in
Newcastle but I have clients
around the world. To be
able to fly from Newcastle
to Singapore and then
to Europe would be very
attractive for a lot of
business operators.

Martin Gloor, Software
Engineer, Newcastle
Herald, 15/8/20

Infrastructure will be a centrepiece in the nation’s COVID-19
economic rebuild. The Hunter stands ready to do the
heavy lifting with projects that create local jobs while
stimulating the national economy at the scale and
speed this crisis calls for.

be rolled out quickly, providing opportunities for local jobs,
contracts and content while improving liveability for all.

Economic powerhouses, the Port of Newcastle,
Newcastle Airport and the University of Newcastle have
major projects advanced in planning that will generate
20,000 new jobs and billions in economic benefits. They
are shovel-ready and government support would leverage
significant partner funding.
The Hunter Joint Organisation of councils have curated a
complementary program of smaller capital works that can

These projects are ready to deliver the construction jobs
and stimulus we need right now. They will also work to
diversify the Hunter economy into the future, helping us
become more resilient and self-sufficient.
Families and businesses have said these projects are the
ones that make a difference, giving them the confidence
to live, invest and grow right here in the Hunter. Work with
us to build a substantial investment and jobs pipeline in
Australia’s largest regional economy and accelerate the
nation’s recovery from COVID-19.

It is really important that we have support now to maintain the
workforce we have but also provide stimulus for job creation.

Geordie Toohey, Resident, Newcastle Herald, 29/8/20
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The great Hunter
dream for families
piece of infrastructure. It
doesn't make sense for your
FOR Scott and Olivia Wy- freight to be going through
born, the growth of the the state's biggest city. With
Hunter Region over coming Newcastle port expanding
decades is closely tied to its freight offering, we create
the aspirations they hold for opportunity for growth for
regional businesses in the
their family.
Like thousands of young Hunter and in the state," Mr
families, the Speers Point Wyborn said.
Committee for the Hunter
couple want their children,
Alexander, 6, and Hugo, 4, chief executive Alice Thompto be able to study, work son said infrastructure was
and establish themselves in a proven stimulus measure
provided it was invested in
the region
"We made the move from projects that delivered proa smaller regional town to ductive returns to the econoNewcastle with the hope my and measurable benefits
that there would be more job to communities.
stakeholders
"Regional
opportunities for our kids.
It's really important that our and the community are
kids have the opportunity to backing these projects bego through their schooling, cause we know they will
jobs at the
local
university and on to a great fast-track
career in their own town and scale required, providing
not be limited for choice," Ms an immediate injection into
Wyborn, a communications national economy," she said.
"Building a pipeline of
specialist, said.
"We want them to have 20,000 jobs is a win-win
the same opportunities that for everyone. That means
they would be afforded in jobs now for construction
and opportunities for local
bigger cities."
But for that to occur, the contracts, and high-value
infrastructure jobs for decades to come as
Hunter's
needs to support the forecast projects become operational. It would be a remarkable
population growth.
The Committee for the legacy from a devastating
Hunter has identified a situation and a sound investdeepwater ment in our region's future.
multi-purpose
terminal, the Newcastle Air- We are a resilient commuport runway upgrade and nity with a can-do attitude.
the University of Newcastle Support from the Australian
STEMM centre as having the government represents a
greatest potential to build the massive vote of confidence
foundations for long-term in our people and our caeconomic diversification in pacity to make a difference
the Hunter and to help the in the national interest. With
region and the nation recov- the Australian government
er from the coronavirus. The as our partner, we are ready
committee has put forward to deliver at the scale and
the projects as priorities for speed required."
The Committee for the
federal government support
Hunter's goals align with the
over the next 12 months.
"The port is an amazing vision outlined in the state

BY MATTHEW KELLY
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Georgia Boak and Geordie Toohey with daughter Gigi six months.

Picture: Jonathan Carroll

Gareth and Stacey Ramage with Olive,3, and Mabel, 2 weeks

government's 2018 Greater
Metropolitan
Newcastle
Plan.
"A planned approach will
improve infrastructure and
land use sequencing to capitalise on the opportunities
for new economy jobs and
support housing for the
growing population. This
approach will also improve
connectivity and transport
choices for Greater New-

castle's communities," the
plan says. "[The Plan] builds
on the city's dynamic and
vibrant city centre, its strong
industrial employment base,
diversified economy and lifestyles."
Geordie Toohey and Georgia Boak believe investing
in infrastructure to increase
connectivity and provide
opportunities for economic
diversification were essential

for the region's growth.
"The airport expansion will
be a fantastic boost for trade
and tourism for the region. It
will connect our kids directly
with the rest of the world,"
Mr Toohey, a builder, said.
"I would like to see Newcastle carry on to become
one of the world's most
liveable cities with sustainable growth and careful
planning to manage conges-

tion and affordability that
plagues other major cities
in Australia. I think we can
diversify our industry and
continue to compete in the
national and world economies. This will provide more
opportunities for Newcastle
and the Hunter to be competitive on a global scale."
The couple are hopeful
their six-month-old daughter Gigi will also call the region home in years to come.
"I would love to see my
kids be able to go through
uni and - whatever career
path they choose - there will
be job opportunities right
here so they don't have to

Saturday August 15, 2020
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RICHARD ANICICH

Service, with our
Through the current COVID-19 crisis, the Westpac Rescue Helicopter
vital in ensuring prompt
aeromedical partners NSW Ambulance and NSW Health, will be
access to specialist medical care for our communities.
changed the way we
Like all organisations across Australia, this pandemic has dramatically
fundraising activities.
do business and our presence in the community, including our vital
on providing the best in
Despite the challenges we face, the Service will continue to focus
in need 24-7.
most
aeromedical support for
HEthose
October
federal budget will
set out the
support our mission, including Sponsors,
path
tothe
to rebuild
continues
who
To everyone in our community
economy from
theemergency
impacts of services personnel, our sincere thanks
and
Donors, our wonderful Volunteers
coronavirus.
safe.
and please stay Th
e pandemic has wiped out four years
#WeAreHere of employment growth in the Hunter. Job
creation, in our region and across Australia,
is an imperative.
In response, the Hunter has launched
an
advocacy campaign ahead of the budget
calling on the Australian government
to
partner with us to boost jobs and the
economy through investment in infrastructure
.
The level of focus and investment in
the
Hunter does not reflect our size, strategic
significance or economic contribution.
However frustrating that can be, ultimately
this comes at great opportunity cost
for the
nation.
As Australia's largest regional economy,
the Hunter has the capacity to make
a dent
in the national economy.
The Committee for the Hunter has
worked
across the leaders, peak bodies and
the 10
councils of the Greater Hunter to present
a unified voice on our region's priorities.
As a region we may have been criticised
in
the past for not speaking as one. Th
is is no
longer the case.
We have not prepared a wishlist. Th
e committee has instead presented three
projects
for consideration: the Newcastle Airport
Code E runway upgrade, the University
of
Newcastle STEMM Regional Transformati
on READY TO ROLL: The Committee
Hub, and the Port of Newcastle Multi-purfor the Hunter has identified three
key projects for consideration by
the government.
pose Deepwater Terminal.
These projects have been prioritised
The planned University of Newcastle
be further multiplied. That is what
because they deliver benefits at scale,
STEMM Regional Transformation
creates
Hub
a substantial investment pipeline,
creating over 20,000 new jobs and
giving
will anchor STEMM disciplines in
billions
regional
business the confidence to invest, expand
The level of focus and
in economic benefits. Benefits that,
NSW, linking job-ready graduates with
with
and
create
new
jobs.
support, will start to flow into our region
local employers and support to create
and investment in the Hunter
and
The Hunter has the capacity and scale
the national economy by the end of
commercialis
e innovations. The Hub will
the year. does
to deliver. However, the financial impacts
not reflect our size,
Plans for upgrading the airport's runway
improve access for regional students
and
of coronavirus on proponents are delaying
and terminals to accommodate long-range,
businesses to STEMM disciplines and
strategic significance or
work- capital investment. Support
wide bodied aircraft are ready to go.
is critical for
force, attracting new jobs and growth
If timed economic
to our
these projects to go ahead and secure
contribution
with Defence's scheduled runway
region. The financial impact of COVID-19
resurbenefits.
facing, the project will generate signifi
means
that
without support this project is at
cant
We are not asking for a handout. Th
savings while unlocking billions of
risk of delay and being scaled back.
ere
dollars
is momentum in the region's economy
in economic benefits and 4000 new
The projects are advanced in planning,
jobs. If
increase
in
the
entering
containerisat
the pandemic placing us in a strong
ion of cargo.
the runway upgrades are not completed
ready to provide an immediate boost
as
The MDT project offers an investment
to
position to respond to the impacts.
part of Defence's maintenance works,
ready jobs and the economy. Th
The
plans
ese investments
solution to Infrastructure Australia's
region is inviting the government to
are likely to be pushed back until the
recent
also
partner
work
to
diversify
the Hunter economy
next
call for an east coast deepwater container
with the Hunter to accelerate this growth
scheduled resurfacing in 2040. The
making us more resilient and self-suffi
region,
port catering for the larger container
cient
and deliver more benefits to the national
and the nation, cannot afford to miss
vessels. in the future. We have skin
this
in the game
It will deliver substantial savings for
economy when we most need it.
opportunity.
NSW ex- - support leverages signifi
cant partner
porters and importers. Benefits of the
For more information on The Hunter:
The Port of Newcastle Multi-purpos
scale
funding on the table.
e
offered by the project and commitment
Ready to Rebuild the Nation's Economy
Deepwater Terminal project builds
from
If we work together and coordinate
visit
a world- private investors can only
www.hunter.org.au
be secured if the
class, highly-automated container
investment - between governments
terminal. penalties on container
, across
Richard Anicich AM is Chair of the Committee
movements at the
Global shipping trends show a signifi
council boundaries and the private
cant
Port are lifted.
sector
for the Hunter - an independent and
inclusive
- the benefits of individual projects
will
champion

Hunter ready to rebuild nation's econom
y
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move away for work," Mr
Toohey said.
"It is really important that
we have support now to
maintain the workforce we
have but also provide stimulus for job creation to help us
through the next few years of
economic downturn."
Likewise Clarence Town
couple Gareth and Stacey
Ramage believe decisions
made today will be critical to
the future of their daughters
Olive, 3, and Mabel, 2 weeks.
"I want the girls to have
choices and not need to
move to a big city - like Sydney or Melbourne - for job
and study opportunities.

‘‘

READY to Rebuild:
the projects
Newcastle airport
runway upgrade
■ Project value $119 million,
including $65 million
for the Code E runway
upgrade and $54 million
for terminal expansion
■ Construction jobs from
early 2021, generating
4410 new full-time jobs on
completion in 2022
■ $12.7 billion in economic
benefits to regional
Australia including; $6.2
billion in extra income
from visitor economy, and
$6.5 billion in additional
freight activity over 20year life of runway.
University of Newcastle
STEMM building
■ $207 million project
value, the largest capital
works investment for the
university
■ The 17,270m2 facility will
accommodate 2300 staff,
students, researchers
and industry partners. It
will improve access for
regional and Indigenous
students and businesses
Scott and Olivia Wyborn with their two sons
to STEMM disciplines and
Alexander, 6, Hugo,4. Picture: Jonathan Carroll
workforce
■ Up to 2100 new jobs
during construction
Joint
Hunter
the
Hunter and
Newcastle containOrganisation are championing the projects, which er terminal
will deliver immediate and ■ Private investment of more
than $1.8 billion
region-wide stimulus to
local economies across the ■ Construction alone will
generate more than 15,000
region's 10 local governdirect and indirect jobs and
ment areas.
$2.5 billion of economic
The nominated projects
world more easily, it brings
sify existing infrastructure.
contribution for Australia
exand
upgrades
include
We
tourists.
"Newcastle and the Hunt- in international
facilities, ■ In the Lower Hunter,
tourist
to
pansions
and
Newcastle
of
proud
are
A
mining.
on
er rely heavily
construction will generate
safety upgrades to local
container terminal will help want to show off."
9300 direct and indirect
The federal government roads, improvements to pubdiversify our economy and
jobs as well as $1.3 billion
facilities, conbring employment right into has also been invited to lic transport
of economic contribution
regional and lothe heart of the region. This partner with Hunter councils struction of
Local government
infrastructure,
will have a domino effect on more than $400 million cal cycleway
$400 million combined
■
neighbourhood
of
renewal
across the Hunter and the worth of projects designed
projects value; benefit
construction
the
and
centres
Huntthe
start
kick
state," he said. "Expansion to
to sectors impacted by
supply
water
of
upgrade
and
economy.
er's
no-brainer.
a
is
of the airport
COVID-19
The Committee for the treatment centres.

We want them to have the same opportunities that
they would be afforded in bigger cities.
Olivia Wyborn
Having opportunities for the
girls right here also means
we don't have to put money
away now in case we need
to support them living in another city in 20 years' time,"
Ms Ramage said.
Mr Ramage, a logistics
manager, said the development of a container terminal
at the Port of Newcastle was a
logical opportunity to diver-

Not only can we get out to the

Your life deserves
more than a shoebox.

Our life is made up of precious memories.
We spend a lifetime making them, but
often once we are gone, they end up in
a shoebox hidden away. Memories is a
new online platform designed to change
the way we preserve our memories
and stay connected with loved ones
for future generations. Capture family
history, create a visual timeline, record
messages, and invite friends and family to
contribute to your legacy. Unbox your life
and create a secure Memories Timeline
today that will last forever.

It’s really important that our kids have the
opportunity to go through their schooling,
university and on to a great career in their
memories.com.au
own town and not be limited for choice.
Google Play and the Google Play logo are trademarks of Google LLC

Olivia Wyborn, Resident of Speers Point,
Newcastle Herald, 29/8/20

These projects... deliver benefits at scale,
creating over 20,000 jobs and billions
in economic benefits [for the region
and the national economy].
Richard Anicich AM,
Newcastle Herald, 15/8/20
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Students,
staff out
of virus
isolation

P42-43

ALTAR BOYS

$1.80

INC GST

W

MORE than 100 quarantined
students and staff from St
Francis Xavier College will
return to school on Thursday
after two weeks of isolation.
A year 11 SFX student tested positive to the coronavirus
a fortnight ago, resulting in
120 of his close contacts goFULL FREIGHT: An artist's impression
ing into quarantine and the
of a cargo container shipschool
closing for
entering
two
the
days. of Newcastle.
Port
The teenager's younger brother had also tested
positive, leading to a similar
shutdown at St Pius X at AdFULL FREIGHT: An artist's impression
of a cargo container ship entering
the Port of Newcastle.
amstown and 140 close contacts entering self-isolation.
Neither case, nor their
20-year-old brother, who
also tested positive after
visiting several Newcastle
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worth almost $1

conTHE Port of Newcastle
to
tributes almost $1 billion
new
the Hunter annually, a
economic analysis shows.
The analysis, conducted
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mists, found the port's
on to
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Australia's gross domestic
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to STEMM concepts in Year
8, said.
"It opened us up to innovative thinking and encouraged us to think abstractly.
It also allowed us to go on
excursions and talk to people
in careers that we might be
interested in."
Kasey is one of thousands
of students who stand to
benefit from the University of
Newcastle's planned Hunter
STEMM Regional Transformation Hub.
The $207 million building
will be situated where the
first University of Newcastle
building, McMullin, currently stands.
The project is the largest
capital investment undertaken at the institution and
is predicted to create up to
2100 jobs during construction.
The 17,270 square metre
facility will accommodate
2300 staff, students, researchers and industry partners.
It will feature adaptable
research laboratories, formal

Newcastle Herald
26/8/20
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& QUOTATION

and informal learning spaces, and collaboration spaces.
The University of Newcastle is seeking Commonwealth investment in the
building, which is scheduled
to begin following planning approvals.
The Committee for the
Hunter has nominated the
project as a top priority for
the region in the lead-up to
the October federal budget.
"The University of Newcastle is a world leader in
research and education,
and we have strong working
relationships with industry
and government. We know
that with these three groups
working together, we will
have far greater impact than
by going it alone," University
of Newcastle Vice Chancellor
Alex Zelinsky said.
"As the largest growth centre in NSW outside Sydney,
the Hunter is well-equipped
to take the lead in supporting the state's economic
recovery from the COVID-19
pandemic.

• Safe and reliable
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VISION: An artist's impression of the University of Newcastle's
Hunter STEMM transformation hub at the Callaghan campus.

"The university can play a
natural role in this recovery,
as Australia's number one
university for collaboration
with industry, by providing
facilities that bring people
together in education, research, innovation, and entrepreneurship."
Hunter Region schools
have some of the highest increases in STEMM participation rates in the state over the
past seven years - an average
of 19 per cent compared to

-0.5 per cent.
"I don't believe it's one
program in the Hunter that
has led to that success, it has
been a combination of work
that has happened at Newcastle uni, Regional Development Australia (Hunter)
and the NSW Department
of Education," Hunter-based
STEMM industry schools
partnership program leader
Scott Sleap said.
"We also have had very
strong industry support for

around 10 years now."
Dr Sleap said the university's STEMM hub would build
on the existing success and
prepare graduates to make
significant contributions in
both emerging and established industries.
"The whole concept of the
STEMM building is that it
promotes an integrated approach between the different
fields in multi-disciplinary
areas. That's the way industry is working so tertiary and

Full throttle
Hunter gateway

ACM SECURE SIGN IN (SSI)
MAKES IT EASY

University of Newcastle
Vice Chancellor Alex
Zelinsky
AIMING HIGH: Cessnock High School student Kasey Scott and
Hunter-based STEMM industry Schools partnership program
leader Dr Scott Sleap.
The Hunter has one of the fastest growing participation rates
for STEMM in the state. Picture: Max Mason-Hubers

secondary education has to
come on board and help develop the skill sets that young
people are going to need for
the future," he said.
Dr Sleap said the STEMM
hub would be a critical regional resource that would
provide young people with
skills they needed for jobs
that would emerge in coming decades.
"We have massive STEMM
skill shortages in our workforce but our schools and

universities generally haven't really been up to the rapid change that is occurring,"
he said.
"What that means is we
are going to be heavily reliant on overseas workers that
Australians could do but we
are not preparing them with
the skill sets for the jobs that
are coming.
"There is a massively
important restructure that
needs to occur and that
STEMM building will play a

HERALD
Wednesday August 19, 2020 NEWCASTLE

major role in it."
Professor Zelinsky said the
STEMM hub would deliver
a 'living-lab' environment to
grow and nurture skills that
would will power jobs and
industries of the future.
"It's exciting to think of
the potential we will realise
- and create for younger generations - by fostering partnerships that grow research
and development expertise
through the Regional Transformation Hub," Professor
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generate $12.7 billion in
economic benefits through
airfreight,
international
industrial expansion and increased tourism traffic over
the next two decades.
Every new medication/treatment
E upgrade
has to
pass through a series of clinical trials,
But if the Code
a process which takes several
of the Deas part
years,
is not done
before
it can be approved for wider use.
of Defence works
partment
By volunteering for a trial,
you have the opportunity to access cutting edge
is estimated it would cost
treatment not otherwiseit available,
also helping to improve future
(as opposed
$200 million while
treatment options.
to $65 million) as a stanOur ethically approved clinical
dalone project.
trials are run by
a dedicated team of doctors
"It's wonderful to see our
and nurses. We provide comprehensive
medical care throughout the trial at
region has a real underno cost to you.
standing of the benefits that
an upgraded airport will
deliver," Newcastle Airport
chief executive Peter Cock

Newcastle’s own clinical trial centre
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BY MATTHEW KELLY

Zelinski said.
"The best projects for the
region are those that attract
investment and support
from government and industry. Through the right mix
of government investment,
university expertise and
regional partners, the University of Newcastle will be
closer to fulfilling our vision
to support growth industries
such as biotechnology and
advanced
manufacturing
right here in the Hunter,

through the Hunter Regional
Transformation Hub.
"We will also strengthen
Australia's global competitive edge in established
industries like agriculture,
healthcare, and resources."
Federal Newcastle MP
Sharon Claydon encouraged
the federal government to
support the Regional Transformation Hub.
"It's high time that the federal government stopped its
senseless, ideological attacks

on higher education and instead committed to supporting the very sector that we
know will play a critical role
in the nation's post-coronavirus economic recovery,"
she said.
"The University of Newcastle's STEMM Regional
Transformation Hub is an
ideal stimulus investment
opportunity for the federal
government. It will create
jobs and help rebuild our
local economy today, while
also setting up our region to
be a leader in the industries
of tomorrow."

Are you suffering from
hip or knee pain due
to Osteoarthritis?
Novatrials are conducting a clinical trial of a
potential new treatment for pain associated with
Osteoarthritis of the hip or knee.
You may be eligible if you:
Are aged between 35 – 65 years of age.
Have severe pain in your hip or knee caused by
Osteoarthritis.
Participants receive study medication and studyrelated care from our dedicated medical team at
no cost. The study involves 12 visits to the Kotara
clinic over 8-10 weeks. Participants receive $80
each visit for travel expenses.

Call Paula on 02 4089 3745 or
email paula@novatrials.com.au

This study has been approved by Bellberry Human Research Ethics

Committee.

Novatrials are now seeking volunteers for the following clinical
trials:
Osteoarthritis of the Hip or Knee (for ages 18-65)
Kidney Damage caused by Diabetes (for ages 18-75)
Osteoporosis (if you have recently started Prolia or Alendronate)
Alopecia
Psoriasis - mild to moderate
Eczema (Atopic Dermatitis)
It is only through the willingness of clinical trial volunteers that we
can advance
medicine and continue changing lives.

For further information call us on 02 4089 3744
or visit www.novatrials.com.au

Novatrials, Suite 7, Level 2, OTP House, 10 Bradford Close, Kotara,

NSW 2289

The Carer’s Choice

[Upgrading Newcastle Airport’s runway to Code E] would mean being able
to fly non-stop to markets that are critical to the Hunter’s future.
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2020. Pictures used for illustration

purposes only. While stocks last.
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Tooheys New 24pk Stubbies
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measurements

Oliver Lamb, Management Consultant, Newcastle Herald 19/8/20
are complying with Covid-19 Safety
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not sold to under 18’s.
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& Lift Chairs
and for the safety of our staff and
The Largest range of Adjustable Beds
where possible would be welcomed.
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that won’t make your home feel like
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4017 2626 www.adjustacare.co
PH:
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RD,
3/395 HILLSBOROUGH
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As the largest
growth centre
in NSW outside
Sydney, the
Hunter is wellequipped to
take the lead in
supporting the
state's economic
recovery from
the COVID-19
pandemic.
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FUTURE doctors, scientists,
engineers and mechanics
will emerge from the Hunter's HSC class of 2020.
While their career paths
may be diverse, their formative
engagement
with
STEMM subjects - those
which incorporate the disciplines of science, technology,
engineering, mathematics
and medicine - are likely to
have played a significant role
in shaping their post-school
goals.
The Hunter Region is
among the fastest growing
regions for STEMM participation in the state, which
is delivering dividends for
students' study options and
employment outcomes.
Cessnock High School student Kasey Scott credits the
STEMM curriculum as a factor in her decision to pursue
a medical degree next year.
"Cessnock High is a very
STEMM-driven
school,"
Kasey, who was introduced
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It is estimated the proposed Newcastle Multi-purpose Deepwater Terminal
than
would generate more
15,000 direct and indirect
biljobs and contribute $2.5
lion to the national economy.

Leigh Bryant, Scorpion International Freight Services, Newcastle Herald 19/8/20

Dr Sleap said the
STEMM hub will be a
critical regional resource
that will provide young
people with skills they
need for jobs that would
emerge in coming
decades.
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OPINION

Most significantly,
each of these
projects would also
result in substantial
job creation and
accompanying
economic injection in
our local economy.

Sue Gilroy, President,
Singleton Chamber
of Commerce
Newcastle Herald,
22/8/20

LEWIS' VIEW
Our
MPs and the apparatus
The funding that we hope COASTLINES
Newcastle Community Consultative
Upper Hunter Air Quality
on the Environment
Committee
ofCommittee
government,
including Advisory to
attract will not only
OPINION
the bureaucracy, need to
create local jobs, but will
BOB PYNSENT
recognise the committee’s
kick-start recovery across
er
'Ready to Rebuild' by working togeth
legitimacy – and its agenda
our communities that have
BEACH WATCH
– and let the Hunter do its
been impacted severely by
share to rebuild a COVIDdrought, bushfires and more
shattered economy.
recently COVID-19.
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A golden moment for Chris Davis
yesterday. Picture: Dave Anderson
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NFRASTRUCTURE is a key enabler
for
growth. Not surprisingly it's a focus
the Hunter Joint Organisation.

THE JOHN DEERE CENTURY

Editorial,
Newcastle Herald, 15/8/20

How to order

Bob Pynsent, Chairman,
Hunter Joint Organisation
HUNTER BOATING
Newcastle Herald, 22/8/20

Randy Lefﬁngwell

ruralbookshop.com.au

Hunter Region is large, disparate
Thelooks
Wet start to the weekend and surf
e
and beautiful, and through collaborativ
like staying on the small scale.
Low re planning and delivery we
infrastructupressure system to form off thecan
south
greater connectedness, economic
bringcoast
t and revitalisation benefiting
and will only produce freshening
developmen
offshore
government area.
winds. Early high tide to suitevery
thelocal
inner
colThe Hunter Joint Organisation is the
reefs at Cowrie, Bar Beach and
Merewethof the 10 councils of the Hunter:
laboration
er. Late morning low to suit Cessnock
Council, City of Newcastle,
City
banks at
South
Council, Lake Macquarie City
Shire
Dungog
Bar, Cliff and Newcastle Beach.
Redhead,
Council, Maitland City Council, MidCoast
Moonie and Fraser to the south.
Buribi
Muswellbrook Shire Council, Port
Council,
and Samurai up at Port Stephens.
Council, Singleton Council and
Offshore
Stephens
wind easing Sunday. - Dave Anderson
Upper Hunter Shire Council.
represent-

Iconic John Deere tractors ranging from the
spartan Waterloo Boy to the Model AOS, and from
German and Argentine models to the acclaimed
New Generation tractors are featured in this
celebration of industrial tractor design. Loaded
with photographs, both modern and vintage,
and excellently written info, this book will have
John Deere fans excited for the next century.

63.00

$

ONLINE www.ruralbookshop.com.au
EMAIL ruralbookshop@theland.com.au
PHONE 1800 025 308
POST Rural Bookshop, PO Box 399,
North Richmond, NSW, 2754.
(Money order or cheque
made payable to Rural
Bookshop) All prices include
GST, postage and handling.

EDITORIAL

A unified voice for the Hunter Region

T

HE Hunter Region has at times
suffered from a babel of voices
assuming to speak on its behalf.
Some of the cross-talk came from
local rivalries. Federal and state bodies
would have overlapping responsibilities.
One side of politics would lose interest in an
organisation started by the other.
To get around these problems, the Committee for the Hunter was formed two years
ago to provide a single, unified voice for the
region. As an "independent, non-partisan"
organisation, the committee would identify
leaders and peak bodies and which would
long-term, strategic goals for the region and bring even greater benefits
to the economy
work to see them achieved. The committee
were they developed as a package.
is chaired by Sparke Helmore solicitor and
Outlined in a report titled The Hunter:
Hunter Business Chamber leading light
Ready to Rebuild Australia's Economy, they
Richard Anicich, who did much of the
are: a Newcastle Airport runway upgrade
early recruiting work. He also invited union
to accommodate "long-range, wide-bodied
participation, with Hunter Workers secretary aircraft", the University
of Newcastle's
Daniel Wallace on the committee board.
STEMM centre and the Port of Newcastle's
As we are reporting today, the committee
long-debated container terminal.
has identified three projects that it says
All would contribute to regional progress,
enjoy the support of all of the region's
but all have obstacles. As the committee

notes, the airport leases space on Williamtown RAAF base. Their agendas do not
always coincide, and Defence Department
needs will always take precedence over
commercial preferences.
The STEMM project, intended to replace
the McMullin Building overlooking the main
entrance to the Callaghan campus, was
recently put on hold by the university as part
of its financial defence against COVID-19.
The biggest project of the three, the container terminal, has had a turbulent history
for more than 20 years. The port insists the
$1.8 billion terminal can be built entirely
with private funds, yet the NSW government
is still forcefully opposed.
This last point shows why we need a
unified voice to advance this region's aims.
Our MPs and the apparatus of government, including the bureaucracy, need to
recognise the committee's legitimacy - and
its agenda - and let the Hunter do its share to
rebuild a COVID-shattered economy.
ISSUE: 39,387.
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06:45 Bulk Joycommunities.
ance; 07:45 Alentejo; 08:45 Houtmangracht;
the
The Hunter Joint Organisation, with
10:00 Marlin Millennia; 14:30 Taipower
g
support of the committee, is championin
Prosperity VIII; 19:00 Nirai; 20:00stimulus
in the October federal budget for
Navios
y local council infrastructure
Antares; 21:00 Petrel Pacific; 22:45
shovel-read
Formosprojects.
abulk Brave
spread
re,
infrastructu
council
Local
DEPARTURES
of
across the region, benefits the needs
town
Yesterday: 05:51 Spring Wealth; 17:30
many over the needs of a few - from
revitalisation and destination/tourcentre
Kurenai; 19:45 Century Wave; 22:00
African
ism development, to road safety, pedestrian
Weaver
and cycle accessibility, and community
Today: 01:45 Mg Mercury; 05:13 Aqua
infrastructure and facilities.
local
By collaborating and uniting these
Vision; 12:00 Hoegh Tracer; 13:00 W-Arcdraw
government priorities, our region will
turus; 15:55 Hisui Horizon; 15:56 Am
.
Port
investment from other levels of government
Cartier; 16:26 Okra; 17:45 Hakutaka; 22:00
Star Ismene; 23:45 Star Crios

Newcastle's Nuatali Nelmes are
Port Stephens' Ryan Palmer and
Fraser, Cessnock's Bob Pynsent,
n. Picture: Simone De Peak
making up the Hunter Joint Organisatio

through
infrastructure planning
and delivery we can bring
greater connectedness,
economic development
and revitalisation
benefiting every local
government area
of
The aggregate capacity and capability
an
the local government sector represents

of
ideal strategic option for broad dispersal
stimulus funds across our local communities.
will
The funding that we hope to attract
kick-start
not only create local jobs, but will
have
recovery across our communities that
bushbeen impacted severely by drought,
fires and more recently COVID-19.
Of course this sounds simple but genuine
collaboration is hard work.
The Hunter Joint Organisation's legislat to our
tive mandate and our commitmen
and
communities is to provide leadership
advocate for the good of the Hunter.
as
Working closely has its challenges,
our region is so diverse and each local
set of
government area has its own unique
opportunities waiting to be unlocked.
are
Our 10 mayors have a dual focus; they
for the
committed to delivering outcomes
s.
region and for their local communitie
Only by respecting each other's indeering
diff
our
to
listening
and
pendence
priorities can we work effectively together.

We don't always agree but true collaboration comes when we can feel comfortable
and
disagreeing and, through dialogue
together.
compromise, forging a way forward
This experience of the Hunter Joint
hard,
Organisation tells us that, while it is
only way
collaboration is rewarding and the
to get enduring outcomes.
govUnless we push-out together, local
higher
the
at
heard
be
ernment will never
level by our state and federal government
counterparts.
We know it is in the region's best interest
builds
that the Hunter Joint Organisation
possible,
relationships and align with, where
the
other regional representatives across
public and private sector.
this camon
committee
the
Working with
n living
Organisatio
Joint
Hunter
the
is
paign
n.
its commitment to regional collaboratio
Only working together can we be 'Ready
to Rebuild'.

Bob Pynsent is chair of the Hunter Joint
tion and mayor of Cessnock

Organisa-

AIR QUALITY
Newcastle: Good; Wallsend: Very good;
Beresfield: Very good; Singleton: Good;
Muswellbrook: Very good

Uni prioritises KPIs, surplus over staff

C

UNITED: Lake Macquarie's Kay

areas
tion four of the 10 mayors of council
Newcastle STEMM Regional Transforma
Hub, and the Port of Newcastle Multi-purpose Deepwater Terminal.
ARRIVALS
These trio of projects are important
Yesterday: 06:30 Hisui Horizon;priorities
10:00 that the Hunter Joint Organisation
The Hunter Region
Svitzer Maitland; 15:00 Hoegh Tracer;
supports.
re
While they aren't the only infrastructu
16:00 W-Arcturus; 18:30 Star Crios;
is large, disparate
projects on the agenda for our 10 member
21:00 Hakutaka
that and beautiful, and
councils, they are recognised as projects
of our
Today: 03:00 Troodos Air;
collaborative
will have fantastic outcomes for all

NEWCASTLE SHIPPING

DAN CONWAY
There is a clear role for governments in responding to this
crisis through delivery of the ‘three Ts’ economic stimulus –
timely, targeted and temporary – to build jobs and position
our cities and regions for future growth... It is hard to look past
the Hunter, with its significant existing economic and social
infrastructure and its large and diverse labour pool.
OVID-19 has affected all of us,
a decade of sector-leading surpluses, COVThe National Tertiary Education Union's
causing everyone to make tough
ID-19 has presented a "unique opportunity" members have also made
difficult choices
decisions. Employers are not
to deal with a claimed underlying financial
in this crisis. Our members were asked to
immune, and they too must make
problem and to cut underperforming cours- consider varying the hard
won pay and
choices to ensure they survive the current
es and jobs. But this has nothing to do with
conditions of their enterprise agreements.
health crisis and pending financial crisis.
COVID-19. This is a choice to make the most We advised management
that our memThe University of Newcastle is one of the
of a crisis. A choice to prioritise buildings
bers were prepared to defer pay rises and
largest employers in our region. So, when
and to hold onto surplus cash, over staff.
reduce leave balances in order to financially
management make choices that affect the
While many institutions and businesses
support the university. In return, members
lives of university staff, the impact on our
are doing everything they can to support
asked the Vice Chancellor and senior mancommunity can be significant. As such,
their staff through this tough time, university agers to share the financial
burden (keeping
everyone should pay attention to the choices management is using
this "unique opportu- in mind that the VC and senior managers
made by university management.
nity" to push staff into unemployment. This
gave themselves a pay rise in February).
University management has argued
is a choice; a choice to prioritise manageOur
members'
requests
were
wholly
recently that, despite holding eye-watering
ment's financial KPIs over the wellbeing of
rejected. The NTEU's negotiations with
amounts of cash and investments following
the university and Hunter communities.
management exposed a disturbing truth.

Through its mayors, elected
Joint
atives from each region, the Hunter
Organisation is tasked with providing

Winds: Northerly 15 to 25 knots
leadership for our communities.
regional
turnWe bring the deep and granular local
ing westerly 20 to 25 knots during
to bear
knowledge of our member councils
the morning.
our
on the issues and opportunities before
Seas: 1 to 1.5 metres, increasing
to 1.5 to
region.
The Committee for the Hunter's cam2.5 metres offshore.
infrastructure provides a
regional
for
paign
Swell: Northeasterly below 1 metre
to use its
fantastic opportunity for our region
inshore, increasing to 1 to 1.5 united
metres
voice to secure the best outcome for
offshore around midday.
our communities.
is
The three major projects the campaign
Weather: Partly cloudy. 60 per cent
chance
Airport
focused on include the Newcastle
of showers. A thunderstorm likely.
of
Code E runway upgrade, the University

our
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Rescue Helicopter Service, with
the Westpac
August
29, 2020
Through the current COVID-19 crisis,
vital in ensuring prompt

Health, will be
partners NSW Ambulance and NSW
aeromedical
OPIN
ION
for our communities.
access to specialist medical care
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changed the way we
this pandemic has dramatically
Like all organisations across Australia,
fundraising activities.
the community, including our vital
do business and our presence in
on providing the best in
the Service will continue to focus
Despite the challenges we face,
24-7.
need
in
most
those
aeromedical support for
including Sponsors,
continues to support our mission,
To everyone in our community who
our sincere thanks
and emergency services personnel,
Donors, our wonderful Volunteers
and please stay safe.

DREW BUTTERWORTH

Strategy of the shovel and the screwdri
ver

Regardless of the sacrifices staff are willing
to make, and the comparatively strong fi-#WeAreHere
HOSE who lived through the early
nancial position of the university (with more
'90s recession will likely recall the
than $500 million of cash and investments visible
in signs - empty shops, long
its coffers), the Vice Chancellor and man- jobless queues and significant
of young people leaving education
agement's choice appears made: nonumbers
joblimited
is job prospects.
with
safe and there will be mass sackings. The Hunter was
particularly affected, with
It is the staff of the university whothehave
jobless rate hovering around 2 per
cent
above the NSW average across the
delivered its financial success. The NTEU
recession.
e current COVID-led recession looks
remains willing to negotiate and staffTh
remain
and feels different in that its impacts
are
willing to sacrifice further contributions.
more uneven across the economy.
It is
However, it is only reasonable that aff
ecting different cities, regions and
staff
indusexpect their loyalty and sacrifices totries
bein contrasting ways. Australia's various
matched by senior management. CBDs have been particularly impacted given
their

Drew Butterworth,
Newcastle Herald, 29/8/20

T

economies'

reliance on daily foot traffic
Dan Conway is National Tertiary Education
fromUnion
visitors and office workers, which has
Newcastle acting branch president
largely evaporated due to social restrictions

WANT TO KNOW MORE?
You can read more about the Hunter Ready initiative
at hunter.org.au, or contact the Committee for the
Hunter CEO, Alice Thompson on +61 490 688 125 or
ceo@hunter.org.au.

READ MORE
Newcastle Airport Code E Runway Upgrade

.
The Hunter has fared somewhat better,
though the economic consequences
are
still significant. Local employment
in
mid-July was about 4 per cent below
the
level observed in mid-March, based
on ABS
numbers. The true number of unemploye
d
is probably higher given these figures
do not
count JobKeeper recipients, which
masks
the severity of the crisis.
Indeed, this recession is forecast to
be
deeper than any observed since Australia
has collected consistent economic
data.
There is a clear role for governmen
ts in
responding to this crisis through delivery
of
the 'three Ts' economic stimulus - timely,
targeted and temporary - to build jobs
and
NATURAL ASSETS: A beautiful
day on Newcastle harbour. Picture:
position our cities and regions for future
Marina Neil
growth. Industries and communiti
es equally
have a role to play, however the focus
A two-pronged infrastructure investment
here
is on governments' capacity to catalyse
strategy can work here, focusing on
and
acceleraccelerate the recovery.
ated delivery of both large, shovel-read
y and
The Hunter is also well
The appropriate mechanism for governsmaller, screwdriver-ready projects.
ment stimulus in the current environmen
This strategy must of course reflect
placed to capitalise on
t
on
is fiscal expenditure. With real interest
demands for government support
rates
elsewhere
the
changi
very close to zero, we are approachin
ng role of CBDs and the need to simultaneously drive the
g the
limits of the effectiveness of monetary
public health response.
in an environment of
policy. The RBA has suggested states and
In the large projects bucket, the Committerrito- accelerating
digitisation
ries should be aiming to spend an
tee for the Hunter has identified and
extra $40
costed
billion collectively across the next two
and
three big projects for delivery in the
remote
working.
years,
Hunter
representing a doubling of their existing
that are advanced in planning and
would
commitments. Some of the questions
leverage partner funding support.
facing
On screwstate and territory governments, and
driver-ready projects, the Committee
the
On
along
the
'when'
question, while the imperfederal government as it looks towards
with the Hunter Joint Organisation
the
ative is for immediate stimulus, enthusiasm
have
October budget, are: how, where and
identified an integrated program of
when
for an infrastructure-focused response
works
should investments be made?
targeting the communities and sectors
needs to be tempered by the knowledge
of the
On the 'how' question, research by
that Hunter most impacted by COVID-19.
the
large projects can take a long time
International Monetary Fund suggests
to design
On the 'where' question, it is important
that
and deliver. Conversely, small 'screwdrivgovernment investment in infrastructu
for governments' investments to be
re
er-ready' projects such as maintenanc
targeted
can provide the greatest contributio
e
to
capitalise
on
areas
with existing strengths
n to
works and improvements to existing
economic growth in Australia's current
assets
that will be further enhanced by structural
can start faster and equally generate
environment.
positive changes following the COVID-19
pandemic.
economic returns.
In this context it is hard to look past
the

‘‘

University of Newcastle STEMM Regional Transformation Hub
Port of Newcastle Multi-purpose Deepwater Terminal
Hunter Council Infrastructure
Your life deserves
more than a shoebox.

Hunter, with its significant existing
economic and social infrastructure and its
large and
diverse labour pool. The Hunter is
also well
placed to capitalise on the changing
role
of CBDs in an environment of accelerating
digitisation and remote working.
The region's natural assets, relaxed
lifestyle, transport connections and
relative
affordability can continue to entice
workers
and their families from the capital
cities in
increasing numbers. Indeed, I made
the
move here from Sydney with my family
just
last December for these exact reasons.
Strong projected population growth
provides further impetus for infrastructu
re
delivery in the Hunter beyond that
needed
for economic stimulus alone.
Lessons learned in other Australian
cities
suggest that infrastructure developme
nt in
the Hunter cannot lag population growth
without risking the region's ongoing
livability.
Drew Butterworth is senior manager,
public policy
and economics at PwC

Our life is made up of precious memories.
We spend a lifetime
making them, but often once we
are gone, they end up in a shoebox
hidden away. Memories is a new
online platform designed to
change the way we preserve our
memories and stay connected with
loved ones for future generations
. Capture family history, create
a visual timeline, record messages,
and invite friends and family
to contribute to your legacy. Unbox
your life and create a secure
Memories Timeline today that will
last forever.

memories.com.au

